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Introduction
Across a wide range of taxa, there appears to be a strong negative association between transposable elements (TEs) and meiotic recombination rates [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] across the genome. Regions of heterochromatin, particularly pericentromeric regions, tend to show both strong recombination suppression and a large accumulation of TEs in most eukaryotes studied to date. At the fine scale, recent analyses of the localization of recombination also tend to show negative correlations with local repetitive-element densities [6] [7] [8] , although there are notable exceptions such as recombination hotspot enrichment in certain TE families in humans [9] where the pattern is reversed. Additionally, larger genomes, which typically harbour a greater fraction of TEs, tend to exhibit lower per-base pair rates of recombination, suggesting that little recombination occurs in these expanded repetitive regions [10] [11] [12] . Despite clear parallel genomic patterns, however, the genetic and evolutionary mechanisms driving these associations remain unclear. In particular, there remains uncertainty about the directionality of cause and effect, the extent to which the correlation is driven by associations of both recombination and TEs with other factors, or why patterns differ among species and types of repetitive elements.
Studies of the patterns of TEs and recombination are typically focused on one or the other, with TE researchers considering recombination as an explanatory variable and vice versa. Though this has enabled tests of unidirectional cause and effect over the past few decades, recent research increasingly implies that TEs and recombination rates can influence each other. Here, we review the evidence for the association between recombination and repetitive element locations in genomes, the models for the underlying evolutionary forces, and we explore the possibility of a coevolutionary interaction between TEs and recombination.
Associations between transposable elements and recombination (a) Broad-scale genomic patterns
Patterns of TE distributions across the genomes of many species generally suggest a regional accumulation of TEs in areas of low recombination. On a chromosome-wide scale, most TEs tend to accumulate in heterochromatic, non-recombining regions of the genome such as centromeres and, most commonly, the surrounding pericentromeric regions [2, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The degree of this enrichment varies depending on genome size; in compact genomes such as Drosophila and Arabidopsis, the highest density of TEs is found in pericentromeric regions and other heterochromatin [1, 19] , while genomes such as those of humans and maize include a large contribution of TEs elsewhere in the genome [18, 21, 22] . Other areas of suppressed recombination also tend to show TE accumulation, including heterochromatic knobs [23] , W/Y chromosomes [24] and the loci conferring self-incompatibility in Arabidopsis [25] . While this is a broad pattern of TE accumulation, there is also extensive variation across species and TE families (table 1) . For example, many plant species contain centromerespecific LTR retrotransposons interspersed with other centromeric satellite DNA [13, 33] , although some TEs are enriched in euchromatic, gene-dense recombining regions, and can sometimes show positive rather than negative correlations with recombination rates (table 1) . In humans, for example, there is contrasting evidence depending on TE type; L1 LINEs are negatively correlated with recombination rate [5] , while Alu elements tend to accumulate in gene-rich, highly recombining regions [21, 34] . Similarly in bread wheat, gypsy retroelements accumulate in central heterochromatic regions of suppressed recombination, while DNA elements show the opposite pattern (table 1, [2] ). The most abundant TE families in the genome are often highly enriched in the pericentromeric regions, while lower-copy families are more often found elsewhere, creating a pattern of low TE diversity but high TE abundance in heterochromatin, and high diversity but low abundance in euchromatin [18] .
Centromeres and pericentromeric regions have a number of defining features beyond recombination suppression, including dramatic differences in gene density, chromatin landscape and GC content, making it difficult to isolate the effect of recombination suppression on TE density. In particular, natural selection against the deleterious effects of TE insertions into and near genes (see below) could indirectly drive the association between TEs and recombination [1, 3, 4, 19] . One approach to investigate this is through controlling for gene density when examining the TE-recombination correlation. In Drosophila, the fourth chromosome is gene-rich but has suppressed recombination, and the TE accumulation on this chromosome suggests that TEs and recombination rates are associated independently of gene density [1] . Similarly, a linear model suggests that both gene density and recombination rates are significant predictors of LTR retrotransposon abundance in the rice genome [3] , and both conserved site densities and recombination rates are negatively associated with human endogenous retrovirus densities [32] . By contrast, despite strong individual correlations between recombination rates and TE abundance in the Eucalyptus genome (table 1, [27] ), these associations became non-significant in a partial correlation with gene density. However, such analyses can be challenging to interpret because TE insertions directly influence gene density through their accumulation, and thus, it is important to factor out the TE contribution to gene density [19] . Partial correlations reveal an important effect of gene density but not recombination rate in Arabidopsis thaliana, even after factoring out the direct effect of TEs on gene density [8] , although it is difficult to fully rule out a role for ancient TE sequence in contributing to gene density. Finally, in the holocentric chromosomes of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, the disentangling of recombination rates and gene density is built into the genome; the central chromosome regions are gene-dense but recombination-poor, and TE density of DNA transposons correlates positively rather than negatively with recombination rate, while retrotransposons show no correlation [26] . Overall, the evidence to date remains mixed, but suggests that TE distributions are often determined by the combined effects of proximity to genes and the rate of recombination. Further detailed analyses examining the combined and unique effects of many genomic features [32] , accounting for the role of TEs themselves on gene density, will be important for untangling the relative importance of recombination rates and other factors.
(b) Fine-scale patterns
The broad-scale patterns imply that although TEs generally accumulate in large-scale regions of low recombination, this is not universal, and some TE families are frequently found in regions of high recombination. However, there is growing evidence that recombination rates are often highly heterogeneous even on a local scale, characterized by hotspots of recombination interspersed with sequences that rarely recombine [7, [35] [36] [37] [38] . Furthermore, some of the divergent results from genome-wide analyses could reflect differences in the accuracy of recombination rate estimates from coarse-grained genetic maps coupled with much more precise information about gene density [39] . Increasingly fine-scale recombination maps derived from both large-scale genotyping from crosses and linkage disequilibrium-based estimates from population data are enabling new insights into the co-localization of TEs and recombination events [7, [35] [36] [37] [38] .
In most studied species, recombination is spatially nonrandom, with regions of hotspots interspersed among regions of low recombination. At one extreme of such spatial heterogeneity, C. elegans exhibits chromosome-scale differences in recombination rate with low levels of heterogeneity within chromosomal domains and lacks clearly defined hotspots [40] . Most eukaryotes, however, show some degree of local heterogeneity in recombination, from species in the Drosophila genus with moderate heterogeneity [41, 42] to species like A. thaliana [35] , yeast [43, 44] , finches [37] , monkeyflowers [38] and dogs [45, 46] , with clear hotspots typically localized near promoter regions of genes. This latter form of recombination heterogeneity can be explained by a model in which open chromatin is exploited for crossover events, and the rate of hotspot turnover among species is low [8, 30, 38, 45, 47] . The most pronounced hotspots discovered to date, with the highest degree rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160458 of control and turnover, have been found in some mammalian species with a PRDM9-mediated recombination mechanism that initiates at specific sequence motifs, alters chromatin structure and recruits the recombination machinery [9] . Unlike in species with recombination typically in promoters, PRDM9 focuses recombination away from genes on a local scale [48] .
Consistent with the coarse-scale patterns, there tends to be a negative correlation between all repeat types and hotspot [30] ). Similarly, studies of fine-scale recombination rates in maize have revealed that recombination is highly suppressed in TE-rich clusters compared with adjacent genes [50] . By contrast, humans show an overrepresentation of recombination hotspots in a number of specific retroelement families [31, 32, 51] ; however, enrichment in these repeats is not shared with other species using PRDM9, including chimpanzees [49] . More information is needed on how specific TE types may influence hotspots, as even in humans, correlations between all repeats and hotspots can hide the positive signal from specific TE types. Despite this, the general negative trend between TEs and hotspots suggests that genome-wide patterns are often corroborated at the local level (table 1) .
Studies of both genome-wide patterns and local recombination rates thus suggest that there is often a negative correlation between recombination rate and TE abundance, although the strength of the association and even the directionality can vary substantially across TE types and species. In the following sections, we explore the possible evolutionary explanations for these patterns (summarized in figure 1 ) and the evidence supporting them.
Possible factors driving transposable element and recombination rate association (a) Insertion bias
One possible explanation for associations between TEs and recombination is that TE insertion preferences covary with recombination rate. For example, TEs may preferentially insert into heterochromatin. Consistent with this, some Ty3/gypsy-like LTR retrotransposon replication proteins contain a chromodomain that targets heterochromatin through histone marks [52] , and analysis of the wheat and yeast genomes showed that retrotransposons with a chromodomain showed a greater enrichment in pericentromeric regions than elements without [2, 52] . Similarly, a family of copia TEs in Arabidopsis lyrata was shown to specifically target centromeres when transformed into A. thaliana, most probably through histone mark recognition [53] . Thus, the negative correlation with recombination rate observed for some retrotransposon superfamilies could, in part, be a consequence of their insertion bias.
On the other hand, enrichment of some TEs in regions of high recombination may also be driven by insertion preferences. In C. elegans, de novo insertions of the Tc1 DNA family correlated positively with recombination rate [54] . Several DNA elements in humans and bats show insertional preferences into genomic regions associated with increased double-strand breaks, stalled replication forks and transcription [55] . Alu SINE elements in humans show a bias for insertion in regions dense in genic and conserved DNA as well as a bias for inserting in more accessible chromatin, evidenced by an enrichment upstream versus downstream of germline-expressed genes (only germline transposition events will be transmitted to progeny) [56, 57] . Thus, some of the observed TE bias towards regions of high recombination may reflect a coincidental preference of both towards occurring in accessible, open chromatin, and this may in part explain cases of positive correlations between individual families and recombination.
TE distributions across the genome will reflect the combined effects of insertion bias and differential natural selection, making it difficult to untangle the relative importance of the two from a single genome sequence. However, examination of young compared with old insertions is one approach that may disentangle these-if insertion biases dominate, we expect biased TE distributions for young insertions, while differential selection should be more evident on the distributions of old insertions. Comparisons of polymorphic versus fixed insertions, insertions at low versus high population frequencies and insertions of various ages are all approaches ho tsp ot acquisition (+) se le ct io n a g a in s t in s e r t i o n n e a r g e n e s ( rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160458 that can be used to disentangle insertion preference from natural selection. Analyses in A. thaliana, Drosophila melanogaster, humans, wheat, sorghum and soya bean all show evidence that younger element insertions show a more uniform genomic distribution, while older elements show a greater accumulation in regions of low recombination [2, 20, 28, 32, [58] [59] [60] [61] . Similarly, in D. melanogaster mutation accumulation lines, where selection is minimized, there is no evidence for a correlation between recombination rate and new TE insertions [58] . These general patterns suggest that there must be selective forces shaping TE loss and maintenance after initial insertion.
(b) Differential selection
Analyses of TE insertion polymorphism and comparisons of young and old insertions imply that differential selection occurs in regions of low versus high recombination, and this has motivated a number of selective hypotheses for TE distributions.
(i) Selection against ectopic recombination
One of the ways in which selection can act against TEs is to remove deleterious chromosomal rearrangements caused by non-allelic homologous recombination, also known as ectopic recombination [62, 63] . This occurs due to the high sequence similarity between insertions of the same family located across the genome and can lead to large deletions or inversions when the insertions are on the same chromosome. In a number of species, there is considerable evidence for frequent ectopic rearrangement events between TEs [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] . For example, almost half of the inversions identified between humans and chimpanzees were mediated by ectopic recombination between Alu and L1 elements [69] . A number of human disorders occur due to ectopic recombination between TEs (reviewed in [70] ), highlighting their potentially severe fitness costs. Such costs may provide strong negative selection against high copy number in regions of high recombination, while insertions in regions of low recombination are more likely to be neutral or slightly deleterious, and therefore to accumulate through genetic drift. Furthermore, the nonlinear increased risk of ectopic recombination as copy number grows may be important in stabilizing TE copy number in genomes such as Drosophila [71, 72] .
The ectopic recombination rate is assumed to closely follow the meiotic recombination rate [73] , which could explain why TEs correlate negatively with recombination rate and are enriched in highly heterochromatic regions. Indeed, recent evidence suggests that recombination hotspots at repeat regions in the human genome are also hotspots for ectopic recombination events [31, 51] , suggesting a cost associated with acquiring recombination hotspots in repeat regions [51] . Ectopic recombination should also be more likely among longer TEs and families with higher copy number. In Drosophila, recombination rate, TE length and sequence similarity were major determinants of TE insertion frequency in populations, suggesting an important selective role for ectopic recombination [74] . Likewise in humans, longer L1 elements were at lower population frequency and more enriched in regions of low recombination than shorter elements [75, 76] . Thus, the evidence for differential selection in regions of high versus low recombination rate, particularly for long and highly abundant TEs, is consistent with a model of ectopic recombination.
Ectopic recombination can also lead to differential deletion of TEs in addition to differential selection. Recombination between insertions results in the deletion of large segments of DNA, including TEs [77] . Furthermore, LTR retrotransposons can recombine between their two LTRs, deleting most of the element and leaving behind a solo LTR, which provides an easy way to identify ectopic recombination events. Evidence of this effect can be found in the observed higher ratio of solo to normal LTRs in regions of higher recombination [2, [78] [79] [80] [81] , suggesting that at least within-element ectopic recombination is indeed widespread. Differential rates of DNA removal via ectopic recombination may also drive differences in TE abundance between species [82] . For example, both the chicken and the Anole lizard, which have smaller genomes and lower TE content than mammals, showed evidence for increased ectopic recombination leading to faster TE degradation [83, 84] . By contrast, the gigantic genomes of four salamander species have much lower levels of solo LTRs compared with five other vertebrates, suggesting that a lower rate of ectopic recombination might be responsible for TE accumulation and genome expansion [85] . Thus, recombination rate can also shape the pattern of TE abundance by increasing deletion via ectopic recombination, although it is difficult to rule out a contribution of other forms of deletion in the formation of solo LTRs, and differential selection against large insertions could also be playing a role.
While there is evidence for ectopic recombination being an important selective force against TEs, this does not explain the genomic distribution for species where there is no correlation with recombination rate such as in A. thaliana or those with a positive correlation such as in C. elegans [19, 26] . One possibility is that this reflects differences in mating system; in highly selffertilizing species, most TE insertions will be homozygous, which may reduce the rate of ectopic pairing among insertions due to the presence of an allelic pairing partner [19, 26] . In such species, other selective mechanisms may dominate genomewide TE distributions, and selfing species are also expected to evolve reduced rates of transposition over time [86] . On the other hand, the ectopic recombination model would predict a strong relaxation of selection in selfing species, and while more research is needed, the general patterns suggest that selfing genomes have a lower abundance of TEs [86] . Thus, the lack of evidence for TE accumulation in selfing species may imply that ectopic recombination is unlikely to be the predominant mechanism controlling copy number in a number of species. Further comparisons of TE distributions of related selfing and outcrossing species would be important to further test this.
(ii) Selection against gene disruption An alternative way in which selection drives changes in TE distribution is through its deleterious effect on genes [4, 19, 72, 87] . This model is supported by the observation that insertions into gene-coding regions or nearby promoter regions can disrupt transcriptional regulation and function [88] . As there is a positive correlation between recombination rate and gene density across the genomes of most species, and, in many species, recombination hotspots are localized immediately upstream of genes, selection against TE insertions in or near genes could contribute to the pattern of TE accumulation in regions of reduced recombination, where they are more likely to spread via genetic drift.
In addition to the direct effects of insertions on gene function, there is growing evidence that host-induced TE silencing can lead to the suppression or dampening of gene expression at rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160458 nearby genes [58, 59, [89] [90] [91] [92] . The vast majority of TEs are silenced by the host genome to minimize their transcription and transposition through a combination of DNA methylation (primarily in vertebrates and plants), small RNA silencing and repressive histone modifications, all three of which can interact [14, 23, 93] . In some cases, TEs can also be linked to the spread of repressive DNA and histone methylation beyond the TE sequence. In maize for example, a subset of retrotransposon families in euchromatic regions showed spread of DNA methylation and the repressive histone mark H3K9me2 up to 2 kb away from the TE sequence [94] . Similarly, comparison of differentially methylated regions (DMRs) in over 200 Arabidopsis accessions revealed that 81% of DMRs are within 1 kb of a TE presence/ absence polymorphism [58] . Most TE insertion sites showed a small spread of methylation up to 200 bp away; however, about 15% of polymorphic TE sites had DNA methylation spread up to 3.5 kb away [59] . In Drosophila miranda, studies of the neo-sex chromosomes demonstrated a relationship between Y chromosome-specific repetitive sequence accumulation, an increase in the repressive chromatin mark H3K9me2 and silencing of genes [95] . Finally, experimental insertion of a DNA element into multiple locations across the genome of D. melanogaster drove recurrent silencing of a reporter gene, and subsequent analyses revealed a key role for small RNA-mediated suppression [96] . These and similar results across species point to the silencing effect of new TE insertions on surrounding regions sometimes spreading multiple kilobase pairs out.
Consistent with this, a growing number of studies have suggested that TE insertions near genes play an important role in gene expression variation, and that these effects are subject to purifying selection [58, 90] . Furthermore, recent work has shown evidence for stronger purifying selection against TEs with a greater degree of repressive histone spread into adjacent genes in Drosophila [92] and TE insertions near genes subject to greater methylation in Arabidopsis [91] . Thus, TE silencing effects on neighbouring genes appears to be an important selective force.
There is thus evidence that differential selection on TEs may be due to both ectopic recombination and gene function disruption. Importantly, a number of the lines of evidence used in support of ectopic recombination, including the role of gene length and sequence similarity, might also be explained by the effects of TE silencing on adjacent genes [91, 92] . In particular, longer full-length elements with greater copy numbers in the genome are more likely to experience greater silencing, which in turn may lead to greater deleterious effects in generich, recombining regions of the genome. Furthermore, there is expected to be a proportional increase in silencing as a function of TE copy number [97] , which could lead to a nonlinear increased fitness effect with increasing copy number, contributing to a stable copy number in similar ways as ectopic recombination [92] . Thus, further examination of the combined and unique effects of recombination rate and TE silencing of adjacent genes will be important in order to disentangle the relative importance of these two selection models.
(iii) Hill-Robertson interference and the interaction between recombination and selection
Under the deleterious insertion model, TEs can also accumulate in regions of low recombination due to the action of Hill-Robertson interference (HRI) [87] . Reduced recombination can limit the efficacy of selection relative to genetic drift, driving insertions to higher population frequency, fixation and elevated abundance. Simulations of this process have shown that HRI can cause TEs to accumulate in regions of low recombination, but typically only when recombination is highly suppressed, population sizes are small, and TEs do not excise [87] . The importance of excision may help explain why retrotransposons, which do not excise, more often tend to show a stronger negative correlation with recombination rates than DNA elements (table 1) , although this may also be due to differential TE lengths. The requirement for small population size may suggest that HRI is not likely to be an explanation for TE accumulation in regions of low recombination in species such as Drosophila [87] , although these simulations only modelled the interference effects of TEs themselves, and factoring in interference contributed by mutations in genes may make this mechanism more general. On the other hand, the highly reduced gene density in regions of low recombination in many taxa means that HRI and linked selection may often not be highest in these regions [27, 98] . For example, TEs are enriched in pericentromeric regions of suppressed recombination in the eucalyptus genome, but nucleotide diversity is lowest in the gene-rich recombining regions [27] , implying that HRI intensity is uncoupled from TE accumulation. This provides further evidence that HRI is unlikely to be the general explanation for TE accumulation in these regions. However, it is still possible that regions with the strongest effects of linked selection, namely those with high gene density and relatively low rates of recombination, experience reduced efficacy of selection against TEs that can affect their genomic distribution. Furthermore, neutral or slightly deleterious TE insertions in such regions are more likely to hitchhike with beneficial mutations, driving them to higher frequency. Further theoretical and empirical work is needed to evaluate these possibilities.
(iv) Transposable elements as recombination modifiers
While much of the research on TE evolution has focused on selective mechanisms that may drive the accumulation of TEs in regions of low recombination, there is growing evidence that the directionality of causation can also be reversed, and the activity and, particularly, regulation of TEs lead to a direct modification of rates of recombination. First, host silencing of TEs may be an important contributor to recombination suppression. As recombination initiation is typically enriched in regions of open chromatin, TE silencing may have a direct impact on suppressing recombination initiation. Indeed, with the exception of C. elegans [40] , the densities of DNA methylation and repressive chromatin marks associated with the silencing of TEs and other repeats are often negatively correlated with recombination rates [7, 8, 16, 47, 48] , while chromatin marks associated with open chromatin are strongly enriched in recombination hotspots [6, [99] [100] [101] . Thus, although chromatin modifications and DNA methylation are not exclusively functioning in TE silencing, these patterns are consistent with the hypothesis that the silencing of TEs and other repetitive sequences may contribute directly to recombination suppression.
While the correlation between TE silencing and recombination alone does not necessarily imply a direct connection, a number of experiments making use of mutant lines defective in genes important for TE silencing suggest that there is, in fact, a causal link. In A. thaliana, mutants at two loci involved rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160458 in DNA methylation and chromatin modification (met1 and ddm1) both show a greater than twofold elevated rate of recombination in euchromatic regions and increased recombination in centromeres, consistent with the hypothesis that DNA methylation reduces the accessibility of DNA for recombination initiation [102] [103] [104] . Similarly, in mouse DNA methylation mutants, demethylation is associated with changes in the chromatin landscape that lead to increased double-strand break formation and initiation of recombination at TEs [105] . In these mutants, TE sequences shifted from repressive chromatin marks (H3K9me2) to 'active' chromatin typical of expressed genes and some targets of recombination hotspots (H3K4me3), suggesting that this shift in chromatin landscape plays a major role in altering recombination initiation. In both experiments, the total recombination rate was not increased, suggesting that repeat silencing affects the distribution but not total number of recombination events. Interestingly, in mice, this was shown to result in a strong reduction of PRDM9 motif-initiated recombination events in the methylation mutants, despite there being no change in the total recombination rate. Dramatic increases in recombination rates and the recruitment of recombination-initiating double-strand breaks have also been observed in heterochromatic regions in mutants affecting RNA interference and other aspects of chromatin silencing in fission yeast [106] and Drosophila [107] [108] [109] . Thus, the silencing of TEs and other repeats can play an active role in recombination suppression, possibly contributing to the negative correlation between TEs and recombination rates both locally and globally.
These studies show that loss of silencing machinery can drive dramatic changes in the recombination landscape; however, these are large-scale knockout experiments affecting genome-wide epigenetic regulation. Recent work also suggests that de novo methylation of a local hotspot can drive suppression of recombination. In both Arabidopsis [102] and the fungus Ascobolus immersus [110] , de novo methylation of a recombination hotspot led to a massive local reduction in crossing over. Similarly, insertion of a Ty TE in budding yeast caused a major reduction in recombination rate at a hotspot [111], although subsequent studies have shown that the effect of TEs on local recombination varies depending on the location of the insertion, probably due to variation in TE silencing and the background rate of recombination [112] . Additionally, studies of polymorphic TE insertions in maize have shown that the presence and absence of TE insertions can affect the local recombination rate, including in surrounding genes [113] . This suggests that even in gene-rich, euchromatic regions, TE insertions that become methylated can experience recombination suppression.
Recombination suppression around silenced TEs may imply that selection against ectopic recombination is playing a relatively minor role in regulating TE copy number and genomic distributions, because ectopic recombination may be minimized by TE silencing [19, 92] . However, the nature and degree of silencing of TEs varies widely, with some TEs showing more or less DNA methylation and/or chromatin modifications, depending on sequence context, TE type and the abundance of uniquely mapping small RNAs [114] [115] [116] . Thus, we expect the extent of recombination suppression to similarly vary, with less silenced TEs experiencing greater ectopic recombination.
This variation in recombination suppression might be exploited to help distinguish the relative role of selection against gene disruption versus ectopic recombination-the ectopic recombination model would predict stronger selection against less silenced (more recombinogenic) TEs, while the gene disruption model would predict stronger selection against the expression-disrupting effects of more silenced TEs. Analyses to date from Drosophila and Arabidopsis suggest greater purifying selection on more silenced TEs [91, 92] when insertions occur near genes, consistent with the gene disruption model. On the other hand, insertions away from genes may be more subject to selection against ectopic recombination [91] . Further such analyses should help untangle the contributions of multiple selective factors.
By contrast, from the case of human PRDM9-mediated recombination, it appears that some TE insertions can act as recombination hotspots. This is associated with a shift in recombination preferences away from promoter regions to regions with a combination of repressive (H3K27me3) and active (H3K4me3) chromatin marks in humans [6] . As PRDM9 initiates the active chromatin mark, this implies that PRDM9 is actively recruiting more repressive genomic regions for the initiation of recombination [6] . While the selective mechanism for this remains unclear, it may be that the recombination machinery is exploiting highly repetitive sequence to aid in hotspot turnover and escape the recurrent loss of hotspots through the hotspot conversion paradox [9, 51] . Overall, recent studies show that TEs can directly modulate the local recombination environment either through silencing-mediated suppression or the recruitment of recombination hotspots.
Coevolutionary hypotheses for transposable elements and recombination, future directions and conclusion
There is growing evidence for a two-way interaction, whereby differential selection drives TEs into regions of low recombination, and both TE silencing and activation can modulate the local and large-scale recombination environment. If both are contributing, then there are a number of potential implications that are worthy of further exploration. First, why does recombination tend to occur within and near genes and away from TEs? This may reflect the passive effects of recombination initiating in open chromatin, or selection favouring escape from HRI [117] . However, given the severe fitness consequences, it is possible that recombination distributions are also a result of selection against the deleterious effects of ectopic recombination between TEs. As large proportions of noncoding regions away from genes comprise TEs, initiating recombination in single-copy genic regions may provide an important means of risk avoidance. Conversely, TE silencing, particularly for older inactive elements, may be maintained not only to repress transposition but also to suppress harmful ectopic recombination events [105] . To investigate these possibilities further, it would be interesting to examine the evolution of recombination rates among species varying in TE abundance; species experiencing recent expansion or loss of TEs may experience corresponding evolutionary changes in recombination preferences. On a microevolutionary scale, there is growing evidence for polymorphism in the presence and absence of local recombination hotspots within and between populations [36, 38, 41] . In these cases, it is possible that TE insertion polymorphism rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160458 contributes to recombination rate variation. To test this, it would be interesting to associate this polymorphism with the presence and absence of silenced TEs.
The two distinct selective pressures against TEs may also present a trade-off for the host genome; effective silencing of new insertions in genic regions may help suppress transposition and ectopic recombination, but it will also increase the likelihood of the spread of silencing into adjacent genes [91, 92] . For TE insertions that occur close to genes, there may be selection against highly repressive silencing, but in the absence of repression this could create possibilities for elevated recombination within and between TEs [51] . Furthermore, TEs are under selection to evade host silencing [86] and can possess strong promoters [118] ; successful evasion of silencing may also create recombination hotspots at TEs. Further investigation of the interaction between epigenetic silencing of TEs, recombination rates and adjacent gene expression would enable important new insights into this coevolutionary dynamic.
When considering the origins and spread of large regions of suppressed recombination, it is possible that there is a positive feedback, whereby early accumulation of TEs in regions of low recombination drives further spread of recombination suppression. Suppression of recombination surrounding centromeres has been shown to be important for proper chromosome segregation [16] , while initial recombination suppression on Y chromosomes probably occurs because of sexually antagonistic selection [24] . TEs can accumulate differentially in these regions due to relaxed selection against both gene disruption and ectopic recombination. Once TEs begin to accumulate, their silencing due to both DNA methylation and chromatin changes might spread into adjacent regions, possibly driving further spread of recombination suppression. Thus, while currently speculative, TE silencing itself may be an important driver of the enlargement of regions of suppressed recombination, leading to a positive feedback between TEs and suppressed recombination. This may continue until expansion hits some upper limit, such as a fully non-recombining Y chromosome, or selection against further genome expansion or recombination suppression.
One possible example of this process derives from recent analysis of the Arabis alpina genome, which has revealed evidence for dramatic TE expansion from pericentromeric regions into nearby genic DNA [119] . This expansion is associated with a striking spread of recombination suppression in these genic regions, revealing a tight connection between lineage-specific TE accumulation and recombination suppression. This TE expansion was also associated with a gain of active H3K4me3 chromatin marks in the proliferating TE families, while the expanded pericentromeric regions also show an increase in repressive H3K27me1 chromatin marks. While the direction of causation is still not solved in this instance, the tight coincidental timing of TE expansion, recombination suppression and shift in chromatin marks may reflect a coevolutionary dynamic of TE activation and subsequent repression, with corresponding implications for recombination suppression.
To investigate this model further, it will be important to understand better cases of new centromere formation, expansion of centromeric regions and/or the early stages of sex chromosome evolution. In cases of recent spread of recombination suppression, one way to assess the role of TEs would be to analyse epigenetic mutants; for example, if recombination between neo-X and -Y chromosomes and in expanded pericentromeric regions was restored in methylation mutants that de-repress TEs near the boundaries, this would be consistent with the hypothesis that the spread of TE silencing drove recombination suppression. Similarly, in cases where the extent of recombination suppression on sex chromosomes is genetically variable among families [24] , one could test for an association with TE insertions near the boundaries.
With the advances in long-read sequencing technology, improved TE annotation, the creation of phylogenomic sequence datasets, the increasing availability of genome-wide epigenetic information and the improvement of sequence alignment and assembly methods, there are key opportunities to obtain the empirical data necessary to further interrogate the evolutionary interaction between TEs and recombination.
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